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One giant step
[Darrell Tomkins photo] Rain or shine or snow

[Denise Allard photo]

[Darrell Tomkins photo]

Only one will remain (I
hope it's me!)
[Denise Allard photo]
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Elk Falls Canyon View (hiking)      return to Reports list 
Sat Mar 04, 2017 
Leader: Denise Allard
Co-Leader: Otto Winnig

We started at the trail head next to the logging road bridge and followed the noisy
Campbell River, famous for it's fly fishing and swimming with the salmon....turned
left at the Station View trail to start our ascent, bypass the John Hart generating
station, and .....turned left on the beautiful Millenium trail and arrived at the old Elk
Falls' viewpoint...continued on the Old Growth Loop trail and entered a forest of
giants where we had lunch ...headed down to the Riverside Loop trail, admired the
falls from below and visited the "piece de resistance" - the Suspension Bridge! and
headed back, but not before relaxing in the sun. After five trails, much laughter and
lots of chatting, we were happy to get back to our cars, almost five hours after
having left. Some of us enjoyed a warm drink before returning home. Thank you all
for making this a very enjoyable hike.

To avoid any confusion I am removing my post and link to trip report on Ramblr
website. Posted by Jacqueline Moore.
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Moose Falls and Dolphin Pool
[Darrell Tomkins photo]

Deer Falls
[Darrell Tomkins photo]

Silent beauty
[Denise Allard photo]

All smiles
[Denise Allard photo]

Above the canyon
[Denise Allard photo]

Elks Falls
[Darrell Tomkins photo]

Report contributors: Denise A, Jacqueline M, Darrell T, 

Participant list (9 of 10): Denise A, Delton H, Michele H, Jacqueline M, Harold O,
Petra S, Darrell T, Otto W, James W, 
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